MANAGING
EMOTIONS
Introduction to the theme 4 – Managing Emotions
Many women and children who have experienced GBV will struggle to manage and deal with complex
and often conflicting emotions. One piece of research highlights that:
Children were suffering multiple physical and mental health consequences as a
result of exposure to domestic abuse. Amongst other effects, over half (52%) had
behavioural problems, over a third (39%) had difficulties adjusting at school and
nearly two thirds (60%) felt responsible or to blame for negative events. (CAADA,
2014, pp. 10)
Whilst in an abusive environment many emotions and behaviours are repressed through fear and
intimidation from the perpetrator. Caada (2014, p. 3) notes that “Children were more likely to display
abusive behaviour after their exposure to domestic abuse had ended, and were less likely to do so
whilst still exposed to abuse.” (p.3)
Once families are in a place of safety, those emotions and challenging behaviours often surface,
demonstrating and teaching positive ways of dealing with them are an important part of recovery,
moving on and forming happy healthy and positive relationships in the future. It is important for
mothers to reinforce and encourage these positive and safe ways to deal with their emotions and to
create an environment where children are allowed to express their feelings in a healthy way.
Anger is a normal and natural response to certain situations but after living with abuse it can provoke
feelings of fear and is often avoided or misread. Many survivors of GBV will have adverse reactions to
others displaying anger as they form links between anger and abuse, often fearing physical violence or
emotional abuse will follow. Children often report discomfort and distress when teachers raise their
voices to their class and it is important to differentiate between anger and abuse and to ensure that
the perpetrator solely is held accountable for their actions.
Many children fear their own anger as they continue to link that behaviour to that of the perpetrator
and do not wish to emulate them. This can cause issues with repression and internalised anger
resulting in problems in other areas.
Some children who have lived with GBV will get angry easily and disproportionately, becoming
aggressive towards their mother or siblings as this is something they may have witnessed, have been
encouraged to do or because they feel more comforatble expressing their anger towards their
mothers.
Sessions 6 and 7 seek to explore participants emotions, encourage open dialogue and healthy
positive ways to show and tell people how they feel, recognising how others are feeling and
identifying who they can speak to for support.
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Trips, Cultural Activities, Celebrations, Parties, Workshops

Isolation

Below are some suggestions for ideas to support families experiencing isolation, you may
want to incorporate some or all of these into your broader package of support. You could also
choose to add your own which may be culturally specific to your town, region or the families
who are attending the program.
Fruity Feelings Faces

Communication
& Respect

Provide families with a variety of fresh fruit ask them to create a face from the fruit showing
a feeling or emotion. Examples could include half a banana in an upwards curve for the mouth,
a strawberry for the nose, grapes for the eyes and orange segments for the hair representing
a happy face.

Pizza Faces

Building Trust

Similar to the fruity faces but using vegetables and meats to create a feelings face on a pizza.
Using half a roll or some ready made pizza bases spread some tomato sauce (tomato puree,
2 tbs, tomato ketchup, 1 tsp, and water. 4 tbs; adjust quantities according to the size of the
pizza base), sprinkle with grated cheese, then add vegetables and meats in the shape of an
emotion or feeling. Mushrooms, peppers, onion, sweetcorn, chicken, ham and pepperoni all
taste really great on a pizza. Bake in a hot oven for 5-7 minutes or until the cheese has melted
and started to brown on the edges.

Visit to a Farm, Zoo or Animal Sanctuary

Managing
Emotions

Take the families on a trip to see some animals: holding and stroking animals can have a really
positive affect on out mental health. While there, talk to the families about how animals
communicate to us and others how they are feeling (wagging tails, smiling, making noises,
moving away). Get the children to think carefully about how they thought the animals they
saw were feeling and why.

Family Feelings Chart
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Give the families a large sheet of paper or card and across the top, plot the days of the week,
down the right hand side put the name of each family member. Design and make some small
feelings faces to stick in the boxes. Fill it in every day with a face which shows how you are
feeling.

Get the group to decorate a jar or box with pictures of their favourite things or colours or
patters. Cut up lots of strips of paper and ask them (with help from mum if needed) to write
down any positive comments or events on the strips of paper, you could suggest that as a
bedtime routine they think of one positive from the day before bed and put it into the jar or
box. Look through the positive comments and events when you are feeling low, at the end of
each week or when the jar or box is getting full.

Take the families to your local playground, ask them to thing about how the different pieces
of equipment make them feel, do they have a favourite? Do any of them make them feel
worried or nervous? Do they feel differently about a piece of equipment than other people?
Ho do they feel when their tummy turns over or when swinging really high?

Communication
& Respect

Trip to the Playground

Isolation

Jar of Positives

Story Time

Comfort Cushion

Dream Catcher
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Using a circular base (this could be made out of cardboard and covered in fabric or ribbon or
you could use a bangle or embroidery hoop) get coloured thread and wrap it over and around
the circle making a web in the centre, add coloured beads and feathers if you have them. Get
the children to place their dream catchers in their bedrooms to help them sleep and to bring
them happy positive dreams.

Managing
Emotions

Provide each child with a cushion or pillow case, use fabric pens and paints for them to
customise their own cushion with things which help them feel happy and positive. They may
want to include their name on their cushion. They could use felt, buttons, ribbons and other
fabrics on them too as long as they are washable. They can use this cushion to help to comfort
them if the are feeling anxious, upset or are struggling to sleep.

Building Trust

Ask the families to choose their favourite book or story, in turn ask them to read part of the
story out to the group and then explain to the group why they like this story and how it makes
them feel.

SESSION 6: OUR EMOTIONS AND HOW WE DEAL WITH THEM

Isolation

Session 6 Objective
To understand what feelings and emotions are and how to identify them

Re-cap on the activities covered in the last session:
 Invite the group to discuss any positives that have happened since the
last session (remember to record these in your chosen way)
 Discuss the “Trust Acrostic” activity- Invite volunteers to read their trust
acrostics to the group, make sure everyone gets a round of applause.
If you completed the relaxation exercise you could ask if anyone tried it again at
home.
Briefly introduce today’s activities.

Building Trust

Standard Activities
Activity 6.1.

What are Emotions and Feelings?

Communication
& Respect

5-15 minutes

Introduction

30-40 minutes

Managing
Emotions

Give each family a list of scenarios1 and ask them to match the feeling with the
situations, the list at the bottom will help but they can use their own examples
if they like. There aren’t right or wrong answers as long as each family can say
why they chose the emotion. Go through each scenario, using one family for
each, and asking them what they thought.
Discuss with the group what reasons people chose for trusting others and what
prevented them from trusting.
*Emotion: An emotion is a strong feeling caused by something or someone which
often has a physical reaction. Eg happy- smiling, laughing.

1

Emotion Scenarios worksheet is found on page 87
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Materials needed:
 Emotion scenarios worksheet
 Pens/pencils, enough for one each

Activity 6.2.

Model My Emotion

30-40 minutes

Materials needed:
 Different coloured play dough

Activity 6.3.

My Sock Puppet Friend

45-55 minutes

Materials needed:
 Socks
 Googly eyes felt
 Ribbon
 Wool
 Fabric pens
 Buttons

I Am Feeling

20-30 minutes
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Ask the group to come up to the front one at a time (adults last) and using only
their facial expressions and actions mime to the group a feeling or emotion for
them to guess. You should demonstrate an emotion first so they know what to
do. Ask for hands up to give their guesses and when they guess right discuss
how they guessed the emotion. Was it body language? Facial expression? Eye
contact?

Managing
Emotions

Activity 6.4.

Building Trust

Ask the group to bring in a sock each, using googly eyes felt, ribbon, wool, fabric
pens and buttons create their own sock puppet. Ask the group to choose a name
for their puppet and imagine their personality. For example; Un Unicorn is funny
and smart she worries a lot about things. In Family groups ask the participants
to use their puppet to talk about the emotion or feeling which the puppet has.

Communication
& Respect

Using different coloured play dough create faces expressing feelings. Encourage
the group to model feelings they are having now or recently. Some in the group
may make more than one so ask them to choose one to talk about what the face
represents and why.

Isolation

Low Level of Literacy Activities

Activity 6.5.

How can We Tell How Others are Feeling?

20-30 minutes

These should include:
 Body language
 Eye contact
 Facial expression
 Fidgeting
 Tone of voice
 Spatial proximity
 Attitude
 Speed of talking.

Building Trust

Materials needed:
 Feelings mimes- 1 set per 2 people

Communication
& Respect

Divide the group into pairs and ask one person in each pair to demonstrate the feelings shown
on their list. Swap over and do the same. Ask each pair how they guessed the emotion that
the other person was miming. Write these down on flip chart and discuss all the ways we can
tell how people are feeling.

Isolation

Advanced Activities

Managing
Emotions

Positive &
Healthy Futures
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Isolation

SUPPORTING MATERIALS
Relaxation Activities
Activity 6.6.

Managing Emotions

We are going on a journey to somewhere safe. We are going into some woods on a soft path
of leaves, with the trees swaying above our heads, you can hear the trees leaves as they sway.
It is a lovely sunny day with a slight cooling breeze, you can feel the sun on your face, and see
the dappled shadows of the trees. As you walk along at your own pace you see a golden deer
in a field of golden grass that isn’t frightened by you, he carries on eating as the sun shines
down on him. As the path comes to an end you come to a clearing.

You can stay here for as long as you like, you are totally safe, you are calm, happy and warm,
no one can spoil this place for you, so you don’t need to worry, you know you’ll see the people
you love soon, and for now everything is fine.Now gradually open your eyes, breathing deeply
and gradually sit up and straighten your back slowly and stretch your neck upwards.
10-20 minutes

Remind the families what they have covered in the session and of today’s objectives. Ask
them to reflect on what they have learnt in this session.
Suggested Questions




Managing
Emotions

Plenary

Building Trust

In the middle of which is a beautiful pond with a waterfall babbling down into it, the water is
clear and in the bottom silver shingles glint in the sunshine. You take your shoes off and pop
your feet into the water, which is a perfect temperature, and the water laps around your
ankles. The sky is blue with only one or two fluffy white clouds. A little bird lands by you and
trots around carrying twigs for it’s new nest. The sun keeps you warm, you can feel it on your
arms and legs and on your face so you close your eyes to listen to the gentle waterfall and the
leaves from the nearby trees, the birds are singing too.

Communication
& Respect

Ask the group to sit comfortably on their chairs and to close their eyes if they feel comfortable
to do so. Slowly and quietly read the relaxation story below.

Can you name some emotions or feelings?
Can you name ways we show ?
How can some visual ways we show others how we feel?

Remind participants that they have the opportunity to complete an Extension Activity, this
is called “The Last Time I” and will look at the last time we felt certain emotions and feelings.
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Introduce the Supporting Exercise: “How Am I Feeling Today” this exercise asks participants
to draw faces on the heads to show how they felt each day for a week.

Supporting Exercise 6: How I am Feeling Today

*Tip: You may want to offer an incentive or prize for the family who find the most information,
this could be a small food treat, a sticker or a star on a reward chart where over the 8 weeks
the family with the most stars wins.
Materials needed:
 The blank face sheet2
 Paper/card blank faces
 Pens/ pencils, enough for one each

*Key workers can decide beforehand which extension activity they are offering. Only
experienced practitioners should use the advanced extension activity.

Building Trust

Extension Activity 6: The Last Time I

Communication
& Respect

Give out the “How Am I Feeling Today?” Worksheet and advise families that they should draw
a face on each day to represent how they felt. They may want to write down on their own or
with some help from mum what feeling or emotion the face they have drawn represents.

Isolation

INDEPENDENT FAMILY ACTIVITIES

Advise families that there is the opportunity to complete an Extension Activity as a family with
the key worker. Give out the sheets The Last Time I3 and ask each family member to fill them
in. Advise them that it is good to talk about our feelings and emotions and it is best to fill this
out together.

Advanced Extension Activity 6: How we Feel

Managing
Emotions

*Tip: You may want to approach families who you feel would benefit from this directly.

Advise families that there is the opportunity to complete an Extension Activity as a family with
the key worker. This Extension Activity4 is only to be completed by experienced practitioners
who are skilled in supporting families who have experienced domestic abuse.

Supporting Exercise 6 worksheet is found on page 88
Extension Activity 6 worksheet is found on page 91
4
Advanced Extension Activity 6 worksheet is found on page 92
3
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2

Worksheet: Emotions Scenarios
Jacob was feeling __________ because he didn’t cry when he had his injections.
Isa felt __________ when her class sang happy birthday to her, she thought they had all
forgotten.
Max felt __________, he had been waiting for ages for his brother to finish football and there
was nothing to do and no one his age to play with.
Erica felt __________, she had asked mum 7 times if she could play outside but mum hadn’t
answered.
Asif was feeling __________, he shared his birthday sweets with his whole class.
Jenna was feeling __________, she had made 12 beautiful cupcakes and decorated them
herself.
Alfie was feeling __________, he didn’t know anyone at karate and it looked like everyone else
knew each other.
Alex felt __________, Dan refused to share his ball and played on his own.
Summer felt __________, she couldn’t wait to go on the rollercoaster but the que was really
really long.
Harpreet was feeling __________, she had seen her mum bringing in a big lumpy bag from the
car, and she told her she must not look in the bag.
Aaron was feeling __________, he had tried so hard to beat his older brother but James always
seemed to win.
LIST OF EMOTIONS YOU CAN USE
Bored
Cheerful

Angry

Brave

Confused

Curious

Calm

Disappointed

Embarrassed

Excited

Fantastic

Friendly

Frustrated

Generous

Ignored

Impatient

Important

Interested

Jealous

Lonely

Loving

Overwhelmed

Peaceful

Proud

Relieved

Sad

Safe

Satisfied

Shy

Silly

Stubborn

Surprised

Tense

Uncomfortable

Worried
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Worksheet: Supporting Exercise 6
How I am Feeling Today
Give each person a blank face shape and ask them to draw the expression which they are feeling today.
Advise them that the colours may help them express their emotions. Once they are complete ask each
person to describe the emotion their face represents.

Materials needed:
 Blank face shape sheet
 Paper/card blank faces
 Pens/ pencils, enough for one each
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Worksheet: Supporting Exercise 6
How I am Feeling Today

Day: …………………
The last time I was happy was:

I was happy because:

The last time I got angry was:

I was angry because:

The last time I felt scared was:

I was scared because:

The last time I felt sad was:

I was sad because:

The last time I was excited was:

I was excited because:
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The last time I felt lonely was:

I was lonely because:

The last time I felt afraid was:

I was afraid because:

The five things which help me feel good are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
My special place
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Worksheet: Extension Activity Exercise 6
The Last Time I

Materials needed:
 A key worker led
 A safe quiet and private space big enough for the whole family to sit comfortably around
a table or on the floor.
 The Last Time I worksheet for each person
 A pen/pencil or coloured pencils/felt tips to complete the worksheet

Ask the family to sit around the table, advise them that the idea of this exercise is to remember how
we have felt in the past, to think about what made us feel like this and also to think about what we can
to help us feel happier and safer.
Run through the questions with the family inviting each person to comment about how they felt and
why, remind the family to accept and acknowledge other people’s feelings even if we see things
differently.
Discuss what things make them feel good first individually and then as a family, some things may cross
over. Invite each of them to describe their safe happy place, look for things which their safe places
have in common and highlight them to the family. Ask them to think about their space at the moment
and how they can make it feel safer for all of them.
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Worksheet: Advanced Extension Activity 6
Key worker Led

Materials needed:
 A key worker who have experienced domestic abuse
 A safe quiet and private space big enough for the whole family to sit comfortably around a table or
on the floor.
 An angry volcano worksheet for each person

Ask the families to think about what makes them feel angry. Give out the angry volcano worksheet and ask
them to write down on the left side of the volcano all the things which make them feel angry and frustrated. At
the top of the volcano they should circle the negative things they do when they are angry and write in any other
behaviours which they display which are not on the list. On the right-hand side of the volcano they should write
positive strategies they use to calm down.
After everyone has completed their volcanos you should lead a discussion about what makes them angry, avoid
blame but encourage the individual to share how someone’s actions make them feel for example: “When Dan
doesn’t let me watch my favourite TV programme it makes me feel really angry and upset. I feel that others get
more TV time than I do”. You should then invite the family to say if they think the statement about not getting
an equal amount of TV time is fair. If there is a disagreement, you could suggest a monitoring system to see
how the TV time is divided or a timetable to ensure everybody gets an equal share.
After all the family have had time to talk about their lists you should move on to discuss behaviours. If they
circled throw things, you should invite other members of the family to say how this makes them feel using the
“I think, I feel, I want” strategy. if you completed this activity, if not share the "I think, I feel, I want" strategy
with them before starting it is on page 39. Again you should challenge any blame and name calling. It is
important to ask the individual to acknowledge how their behaviour has made the other person feel and to
take responsibility where appropriate. This discussion will lead on to a discussion about healthy ways they can
calm down and what strategies can be implemented as a family to deal with anger.
It is important to reinforce that anger is a natural emotion, everybody feels angry at some point but what
matters is how we show our anger.
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Things that make me angry

Worksheet: How we Feel
My Angry Volcano

Run away

Things that calm me down
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